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McLaren 12C 2015-08-01

hit the pedal to the metal with this luxurious speedster the mclaren 12c is

an english masterpiece crafted with primarily carbon fiber to reduce its

weight find out more about this slick car in this title for young readers

McLaren 12C 2019

learn more about the mclaren 12c race cars and more cover

McLaren Mp4 12c 2019-11-12

120 pages with 20 lines you can use as a journal or a notebook 8 25 by 6

inches

McLaren The Cars 2012-06-15

the mclaren marque has an illustrious history spanning more than six

decades at the forefront of both motor racing and road car design this

third edition of mclaren the cars first released by award winning publisher

coterie press in 2009 is and it s hard to beleive an improvement on one of

the greatest ever titles on a single marque produced by an independent

publisher this expanded edition of the cars covers every model produced

by mclaren between 1964 and 2012 this 320 page large format hard back
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book features each and every race car road car and even a soapbox

listed in chronological order from the mclaren m1a in 1964 through to the

2011 mp4 26 formula one car as well as the stunning new mp4 12c

supercar which will hit the roads in the hands of the first lucky customers

in 2012 with in depth text on each car a foreword by ron dennis chapter

introductions by mclaren stars emerson fittipaldi niki lauda alain prost

mika häkkinen and lewis hamilton as well as a comprehensive appendix

section covering race results and specifications this is far more than just a

picture book produced with the full co operation and endorsement of the

mclaren group it is the definitive history of all the mclaren cars

Three Hundred Club - Cars With a Top Speed

Exceeding 300 KM/H: Volume 1 - World's

Fastest Production Cars 2018-04-24

get your young petrolhead into gear with the perfect introduction to the

newest hotest fastest british supercar marques on the planet featured

inside are aston martin v12 zagato mclaren 12c noble m600 jaguar f type

and more written specifically for car lovers aged around 9 years old this

series is ideal for reading on the go and to encourage reading for

pleasure each title features superb photography and easy to read

informative text
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British Supercars 2015-09-03

supercars are the stuff of childhood dreams the perfect blend of power

and beauty here the experts at evo magazine assemble the 100 greatest

supercars ever built from the red blooded ferraris of the 1960s to the

technical prowess of the very latest mclarens all accompanied by jaw

dropping photography from the world renowned evo photographers and

key performance stats contents include ferrari daytona 1968 porsche 911

turbo 1975 ferrari testarossa 1984 lamborghini diablo 1990 jaguar xj220

1992 pagani zonda c12s 2000 ford gt 2004 aston martin vanquish s 2004

koenigsegg cc85 2005 bugatti veyron ss 2010 mclaren p1 2014 ferrari

laferrari 2014 lamborghini huracan lp610 4 2014 koenigsegg one 1 2014

and many more

evo: Supercars 2019-08

this title introduces readers to the mclaren 12c covering its history unique

features and defining characteristics this title features informative sidebars

detailed infographics vivid photos and a glossary

McLaren 12C 2014-11-07

from tanks to tow trucks all the models showcased in this book use lego

technic gears pulleys pneumatics and electric motors to really move you ll
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find some of the world s best fan created lego super cars construction

equipment monster trucks watercraft and more along with design notes

and breakaway views of the truly incredible mechanisms inside look

closely and you ll learn how expert builders use differentials suspensions

linkages and complex gearing systems in their creations whether you re a

beginning builder or a longtime lego fan incredible lego technic offers a

unique look at the artistry and engineering that can make your lego

creations come alive

Incredible LEGO Technic 2011-11-28

sports cars make up one of the most beloved automotive genres for car

fans from towering icons like ferrari lamborghini porsche and corvette to

everyman sportsters from triumph mg sunbeam and miata to oddballs like

crosley sabra and db sports cars inspire passion and strong opinions as

few other vehicles on the road could 365 sports cars you must drive

provides capsule overviews and fun facts about the greatest oddest most

beautiful and most ill considered sports cars of all time how many have

you driven dreamed about or shuddered at the thought of

365 Sports Cars You Must Drive 2016-09-13

get your young petrolhead into gear with the perfect introduction to the

newest hotest fastest british supercar marques on the planet featured
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inside are aston martin v12 zagato mclaren 12c noble m600 jaguar f type

and more written specifically for car lovers aged around 9 years old this

series is ideal for reading on the go and to encourage reading for

pleasure each title features superb photography and easy to read

informative text

British Supercars 2016-05-19

includes free app with exclusive digital content living the supercar dream

is the ultimate supercar book created by tim burton owner and creator of

the hugely popular youtube channel shmee150 engaging millions of

followers through his infectious excitement exclusive access and

unparalleled knowledge of the supercar industry tim has created one of

the biggest automotive channels in the world sharing his adventures on a

daily basis and filming the most amazing luxury cars in existence in living

the supercar dream he takes readers on a road trip across the globe

experiencing the most incredible locations and the cars that have defined

their landscapes from driving the high speed bugatti veyron 16 4 grand

sport vitesse across the german countryside to twisting down the

mountain roads of the alps in his porsche cayman gt4 driving italian

designer cars through the streets of mediterranean cities to testing the

limits of his mclaren 675lt on track in portugal tim takes readers through

the unique features of each car against the spectacular backdrops they

were made for capturing tim s honest and personal touch this is the
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ultimate guide to the world s greatest high performance and luxury cars

Living the Supercar Dream (Shmee150)

2014-07-10

collection editions present top gear the worlds most watched factual

television programme with over 160 car reviews and information guides to

every episode made to date presenter biographies from the original 1977

series to todays modern masterpiece history of the uk us russian korean

australian series track reviews power laps star timings info and tons more

this huge book provides to most complete and comprehensive guide to

the show so far for only the most dedicated of fans

Collection Editions: Top Gear 2015-10-15

every year top gear dispatches correspondents to cover many serious

stories around the world wherever they go they ask tough questions and

leave no stone unturned in search of the cold hard truth questions such

as is it possible to drive a ferrari up a scottish ski slope exactly how far

can you drive a bulldozer across the antarctic before it falls down a big

crack and what happens when you drive a small 4x4 up a volcano during

an earthquake with a high chance of eruption the answers to all of the

above and more can be found in top gear top drives a new book featuring

top gear s best adventures neatly arranged in precise geographic order
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top middle and bottom these are not sunday drives to country pubs you

will not find any mentions of freshly cut grass and picnics under oak trees

in fact you are more likely to encounter roadside landmines and a pack of

chilean llamas with a relaxed approach to personal hygiene of course you

will also find supercars on winding mountain passes but this book goes

much further bringing you the most unusual combinations of car and

tarmac or lack of it from across our planet all of which are accompanied

by a surprisingly useful collection of travel tips featuring such useful

advice as when to go what the weather s like and where to find a

reasonably priced beer like any classic travel guide you really shouldn t

leave home without it unless you write down the really important bits in

which case you ll probably be ok

Top Gear Drives of a Lifetime 2014-11-21

every year global automakers introduce new or significantly re engineered

passenger vehicles with increasingly advanced technology intended to

exceed consumer expectations and satisfy increasingly stringent

government regulations some of these technologies are firsts of their kind

and start trends that other automakers soon follow with the innovations

becoming adopted across the board the supply community is also

increasingly playing a more significant role in helping the original

equipment manufacturers research develop and introduce the latest

engineering innovations that help bring competitive advantage for their
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automaker partners each year the editors of sae s automotive engineering

magazine publish many articles focused on the technology and

engineering innovations of new passenger and concept vehicles and

these articles have been collected into this volume this 2015 passenger

car and 2014 concept car yearbook is the fourth in an ongoing series of

books that provide yearly snapshots of the latest and greatest

technologies introduced by the automotive industry in this book we

explore from an oem and supplier perspective the newest and most

technically interesting production vehicles released for the 2015 model

year in addition we also have included a technology focused recap of the

concept cars revealed during 2014 readers will have in one publication a

complete overview of the key advances that took place over the course of

the year from around the world each new model is profiled in its own

chapter with one or more articles by the award winning editors and

contributors of automotive engineering in this exclusive compilation of

print and online content the novel engineering aspects of each new

vehicle are explored with exclusive interviews of key engineers and

product developers providing insights you can only get from you can only

get from automotive engineering this book is published for the most

technically minded enthusiasts who are interested in new car technologies

as well as practicing automotive engineers who are interested in new

engineering trends engineering trends explored focus on what engineers

are doing to meet the sometimes conflicting consumer and governmental
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demands for improved vehicle fuel efficiency performance safety and

comfort in short this book provides a single source for information on the

key engineering trends of the year from both automaker and supplier

perspectives allows the reader to skip to chapters that cover specific car

models that interest them or read about all models from beginning to end

makes for dynamic book reading with its large number of big full color

images and easy reading magazine format

2015 Passenger Car and 2014 Concept Car

Yearbook 2014-11-03

marketing excellence 3 showcases the strongest case studies all winners

from the marketing society s excellence awards to celebrate and promote

the contribution that great marketing makes to the commercial success of

a business the compilation includes a selection of 30 award winners from

2012 to 2014 who have employed different strategies tactics tools and

techniques all worthy of recognition the book features world leading

consumer products retail fast food consultancy charity and telecoms

brands such as easyjet hailo mcdonald s mercedes benz unilever

macmillan o2 pwc jack daniel s and john lewis each chapter of marketing

excellence 3 is organised by theme and introduced by a judge who then

presents the case studies in detail providing thought provoking answers to

questions such as how do you find great customer insights what are the
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key principles that lie behind effective communications how do you create

a marketing ethos that will mobilise your organisation what makes a new

brand stand out and succeed and how do you keep customers loyal as

such it is an ideal book for marketers and students looking to be inspired

by the very best in marketing campaigns

Marketing Excellence 3 2015-06-02

collection editions books give you this one time edition commemorating

the end as we know it of the most popular factual television show in the

planets history limited to just 2000 copies worldwide top gear 1977 2015

gives the most comprehensive illustration to top gear yet with dozens of

episode reviews and illustrations including some never before seen

presenter biographies right from the original 1977 series through to today

s modern masterpiece history of the series guides and behind the scenes

to every top gear special including the latest and final patagonia

adventure find out about all the spin off shows across the world track

reviews every single power lap time every single star in a reasonably

priced car cars of the year car of the decade the stig s of past and

present and absolutely tons more top gear 1977 2015 provides the

biggest most authoritative and comprehensive guide to the top gear series

for only the most dedicated of fans
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Top Gear; 1977 - 2015; 2000 Copy Limited

Edition 2013-02-14

learn how to create a competitive advantage for your business by offering

a customer experience that s second to none by following a simple ten

principles format this book will show you how to constantly improve and

build your business the combination of psychological theory real world

case studies worked examples and template documents provides the

what why and how necessary to make good ideas stick and get them into

practical usage so you can enhance your customers experiences and

keep them returning again and again featuring lessons from a host of

winning companies such as facebook lush cosmetics gü puddings and

john lewis the book is littered with uncomplicated ideas which are simple

to implement and accessible to anyone

The Ten Principles Behind Great Customer

Experiences 2017

in this riveting insider s account of over 30 years in the formula one

industry mark gallagher explains what it takes to succeed in a competitive

business with high technology high finance and immensely high stakes

like any global business formula one demands the best from its people to

thrive within it requires impeccable leadership and communications skills
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as well as the ability to design manufacture develop and bring to market a

constantly improving high technology product and constantly work to

immoveable deadlines with an immense supply chain and tight regulations

the business of winning sets out a one stop management guide for

executives keen to emulate this high speed high impact approach to

business based on hard won experience and practical examples of how

owners drivers teams technicians and sponsors deal with the full range of

management questions and issues they face every day mark gallagher

brings the drama of the formula one business to life in vivid detail online

supporting resources for this book include a bonus chapter taking the fear

out of the future

Form Follows Function 2014-10-03

shortlisted for the cmi management book of the year 2012 yearbook

managers org uk the commuters read shortlist the difference between

competent communication and inspiring communication can be the

difference between poor performance and outstanding results the

traditional model for what constitutes a good leader is changing and ceo s

and hr professionals now say the ability to understand motivate and

inspire others is the characteristic that is most important when recruiting

senior leaders based on original interviews with an extraordinary list of 60

top leaders from a wide range business sectors the language of leaders

provides a unique insight into how they have responded to the demands
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of a transparent world reports on what they have learned and creates a

lexicon for successful communication their message is resoundingly clear

communication is a now a crucial top three skill of leadership it is only

through mastering this skill that leaders can effectively engage with

people within and outside an organization and ultimately build trust the

essential pre requisite of success filled with actionable lessons and

insights from leading ceos of high profile global organisations the

language of leaders is a book that anybody in a leadership position or

who aspires to lead should read and keep on their desks

The Business of Winning 2011-11-03

inspiring communication can make the difference between poor

performance and exceptional results this is why ceos and hr professionals

now believe that the ability to understand motivate and inspire others is

the characteristic that is most important when recruiting senior leaders

many leaders wrongly perceive they have to become inspired orators if

they are to inspire others wrong language is a system of communication

so the issue is what system should leaders use to inspire brilliant results

this is the question kevin murray answers in the language of leaders

based on original interviews with an extraordinary list of more than 70 top

leaders from a wide range of business and public sector organizations

this book provides a unique insight into how these leaders have

responded to the demands of a transparent world it reports on what they
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have learned and creates a lexicon for successful communication the

message from these leaders is resoundingly clear communication is now

one of the most crucial skills of leadership filled with actionable lessons

and insights from leaders of high profile organizations the language of

leaders is an invaluable book for anybody in a leadership position or who

aspires to lead

The Language of Leaders 2013-04-03

this history of the mclaren f1 explains how the mclaren cars team pursued

their quest for perfection to create the fastest road car in the world setting

the record at 240 1mph in 1998 the book has been created with the full

support and involvement of mclaren cars

The Language of Leaders 1999

the development of new materials that are technically and economically

viable is no small endeavor the risks costs and time involved in research

are usually so high that only governments or private consortia can bear

them and so it has been with the trajectory of carbon fiber reinforced

composites which are capable of providing the lightweighting needed for

fuel efficiency and the mechanical strength required for safety after a long

development cycle this material is now being widely used by the military

in commercial aircraft and in the automotive industry automotive carbon
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fiber composites from evolution to implementation written by dr jackie

rehkopf senior researcher at plasan carbon composites gives a high level

summary on carbon reinforced fiber composites specific to the automotive

industry in today s market and its vision for the next 5 to 10 years it

begins with a comprehensive and easy to read overview of how

composites started to be investigated as a possible alternative to metals

mostly driven by military demands going on to cover fiber and resin types

for automotive applications composite constructions manufacturing

processes machining and joining reclaiming and recycling of these

materials among other topics the title approaches the future with the

realistic optimism of those who work with the challenges of creating new

solutions to problems that will stay with us for some time to come the

need to conserve energy and make transportation ever more affordable

without the loss of safety carbon fiber reinforced composites have

demonstrated real value in positively addressing these issues automotive

carbon fiber composites from evolution to implementation is an excellent

guide for those involved in technical material strategy and research as

well as those who need to understand the basics of this subject to

support better business decisions

Driving Ambition 2011-11-29

slow car fast the millennial mantra changing car culture for good explores

the changing tides of car culture and re examines the meaning of being a
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car guy in 2020 veteran automotive journalist ryan k zummallen parses

this world through the drivers tuners and designers that live and breathe it

against the fertile backdrop of southern california how did horsepower and

speed get so out of control do young people still like cars who are the

automotive icons that will shape car culture for years to come slow car

fast offers answers to the questions on the mind of every kid who grew up

with a poster on their wall and dreamed of owning their dream car one

day ferreted out through first hand reporting on the ground zummallen

goes inside the automotive zeitgeist to explain how modern car culture

came to be from the old school massive improvements in engineering and

technology to the new school the rise of video games and social media

featuring interviews with dozens of influential voices and ride alongs in

today s automotive unicorns slow car fast is a must have ebook for

anyone who knows that getting behind the wheel is only the beginning

Automotive Carbon Fiber Composites

2014-04-10

did you know that every car has a life cycle that s what we call the stages

from its design construction and sale to its use maintenance and disposal

at the end of its useful life this book explains what happens during these

stages such as prototyping the sourcing of components the production

process the decisions made by designers and engineers and recycling
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Slow Car Fast 2012-08-15

ready set read sports cars brings the sleek side of racing to the reader in

large full color photographs that explain and help visualize the history

capabilities and technology of these exhilarating machines aligned to

common core standards and correlated to state standards a d xtreme is

an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo

Cars 2013-08-01

formula 1 cars are fast open wheeled race cars used in the formula 1

circuit they can reach speeds up to 220 miles per hour kids will learn

about the history of formula 1 cars the parts of a formula 1 car and the

races in which these cars compete

Sports Cars 2012-09-06

the top gear presenters do talk a lot of rubbish ever wondered what on

earth james may is talking about when he rattles on about engines and

physics and stuff or what the gibberish coming out of jeremy s mouth

really means or how to pronounce richard hammond s favourite cars the

stigtionary will explain all those tricky things for you with hilarious

definitions of words and phrases from the bbc show
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Formula 1 Cars 2014-11-14

the only full history behind all of ferrari s most outrageous performance

cars for over 60 years ferrari has produced cars that fire the imaginations

of car lovers worldwide embodying the perfect combination of beauty

performance exclusivity and italian flair its vehicles have made it the world

s most iconic carmaker though ferrari has always produced road cars the

company has first and foremost focused on competition models such as

the handful of cars built in low number serial production that campaigned

on race courses the world over in the 1950s and 60s in ferrari hypercars

the story of maranello s fastest rarest road cars author winston goodfellow

profiles some of ferrari s top creations vehicles so startling in their

performance capabilities that they surpass modern terms and attain the

status of hypercar this book begins by reaching back to the 1950s to

establish the lineage of hypercars and goes on to showcase the best

known examples since the 288 gto including the f40 f50 enzo and all new

la ferrari these cars were collector vehicles from the moment they rolled

off the production line though that was never the reason for their creation

they were made to be driven a necessary read for any racing fan ferrari

hypercars exhaustively traces the history of the company s competition

vehicles and establishes its status as a symbol for speed luxury and

wealth
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Top Gear: The Stigtionary 2020-04-01

love it hate it or just don t care how we feel about something dramatically

affects how we interact with it when we feel we care when we care things

happen companies that are thriving not just surviving are much more than

a set of ruthlessly efficient and mechanistic processes they are a social

system operated by people for people the quality of relationships both

inside and outside the organization is a far more important driver of

sustainable success or failure than the quality of its control systems the

head is important but it is the heart that matters most if you want your

customers to be brand ambassadors and your employees to brag about

you to their friends you need them to not just think you re great you need

them to feel you re great you need them to love you and for that you

need them to feel that you love them for over a decade marc cox has

been helping companies whose toxic cultures miserable employees and

angry customers have all but destroyed them to rebuild their company

spirit discover the business case for love and build an organization that is

wonderful to work for brilliant to do business with and has the mindset of

creating memorable employee and customer experiences underpinned by

fresh insights and perspectives robustly tested and refined by the real

world experience of working with a wide range of companies and over 2

000 senior executives drawn from all parts of the world and filled with

fascinating and illustrative love stories the book will help you to make the
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business case for love it will help you to find a more rewarding and

invigorating way of working both emotionally and financially in short it

shows what happens when the love is put back into business

Ferrari Hypercars 2016-11-20

learn javascript programming today and begin your path towards

javascript programming mastery in this definitive javascript guide you re

about to discover how to program code in javascript through learning the

core essentials that every javascript programmer must know javascript is

on the internet everywhere we look thanks to javascript many of the sites

that you enjoy are able to run the way that they are supposed to and

when you understand how javascript works you are going to have the

advantage of knowing how websites function effectively here is a preview

of what you ll learn essentials of javascript programming quickly pick up

the code examples found on the book and start learning the concepts as

you code major aspects of javascript programming including concepts that

are found on other computer languages various mechanics of javascript

programming variables conditional statements etc and why learning these

core principles are important to javascript programming success how

javascript and html are able to effectively work together to create better

web pages and much much more added benefits of owning this book get

a better understanding of the javascript programming language learn the

basic building blocks of javascript programming in order to gain the
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confidence to tackle more complex topics gain the most important

concepts in your path towards javascript programming mastery learning

javascript can help you in many ways both professionally and personally

by implementing the lessons in this book not only would you learn one of

today s most popular computer languages but it will serve as your guide

in accomplishing your javascript goals whether as a fun hobby or as a

starting point into a successful and long term development career take

action today to reach your javascript programming goals scroll to the top

of the page and select the buy now button

The Business Case for Love 2022-11-30

design and manufacture of structural composites provides an overview of

the main manufacturing challenges encountered when processing fibre

reinforced composite materials composites are unique in that the material

is created at the same time as the structure forming a very close link

between the constituents the manufacturing process and the resulting

mechanical performance this book takes an in depth look at material

choices and the intermediate steps required to convert different fibre and

matrix combinations into finished products it provides an insight into

recent developments for each of the manufacturing processes covered

addressing design cost rate and mechanical performance topics covered

include an introduction to composite materials material preforming and

conversion moulding digital design and sustainability which addresses
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waste reduction disassembly and fibre recovery this book has been

developed primarily as a teaching resource with contributions from leading

experts in the field the content has evolved from courses given by the

authors to mechanical engineering and materials science students at both

undergraduate and postgraduate levels it also draws upon experience

gained during research projects and from leading industry experts it

therefore provides non specialists with a valuable introduction to

composite manufacturing techniques helping to determine the most

suitable manufacturing routes and to understand the challenges

associated with the production of high performance composite

components provides an overview of the most common manufacturing

routes for fibre reinforced composites including the influence of the

manufacturing route on mechanical properties production volume and

component cost discusses recent advances in composite manufacturing

including the use of automation process simulation digital factories and

solutions to improve sustainability looks at where the composites sector is

heading and discusses some of the challenges faced by end users

looking to scale up production and increase the uptake of fibre reinforced

composites for structural applications

JavaScript 2011-05-19

what are countries famous for making for japan the answer might be

electronic goods for germany automobiles for france perhaps a louis
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vuitton bag but what about britain here evan davis sets himself the task of

finding out offering a fascinating look at our manufacturing industries and

revealing the various companies that might not be household names but

are very much world leaders in their fields he shows how we have learnt

to specialise in high end and niche areas that are the envy of the world

taking in our disappointments and successes made in britain is a brilliantly

readable tour of our economic history exploring the curious blend of

resilience innovation and economic free thinking that makes us who we

are

Design and Manufacture of Structural Composites

2014-09-25

what could possibly go wrong is the sixth book in jeremy clarkson s

bestselling the world according to clarkson series no one writes about

cars like jeremy clarkson while most correspondents are too buys diving

straight into bhp mpg and mph jeremy appreciates that there are more

important things to life don t worry we ll get to the cars eventually but first

we should consider the case for invading france the overwhelming appeal

of a nice sit down the inconvenience of gin and tonic why clothes are no

better than ice cream spot welding with the duchess of kent and why

denmark is the best place in the world armed only with conviction

curiosity enthusiasm and a stout pair of trousers jeremy hurtles around
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the world along motorway autoroute freeway and autobahn in search of

answers to life s puzzles and ponderings without forethought or fear for

his own safety what you have to ask could possibly go wrong praise for

clarkson brilliant laugh out loud daily telegraph outrageously funny will

have you in stitches time out very funny i cracked up laughing on the tube

evening standard jeremy clarkson began his career on the rotherham

advertiser since then he has written for the sun thesunday times the

rochdale observer the wolverhampton express star all of the associated

kent newspapers and lincolnshire life today he is the tallest person

working in british television

Made In Britain 2012-03-30

1 introduction 2 design and material utilization 3 materials for

consideration and use in automotive body structures 4 the role of

demonstration concept and competition cars 5 component manufacture 6

component assembly materials joining technology 7 corrosion and

protection of the automotive structure 8 environmental considerations 9

future trends in automotive body materials

What Could Possibly Go Wrong. . . 2019-09-05

foreword by formula 1 world champion jenson button from the magazine

synonymous with style comes the ultimate guide to the greatest cars the
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world has ever seen with imagery from the finest motoring photographers

plus british gq s knowledgeable in depth reports the cars in this book

represent the pinnacle of driving style and performance from design

classics to the very latest machines gq drives is an indispensable

handbook of automotive excellence over 50 incredible drives including

ferrari fxx mercedes amg project one lamborghini huracán aston martin

one 77 jaguar e type chevrolet corvette zo6 pininfarina battista rolls royce

phantom drophead coupé and many more

Materials for Automobile Bodies 2015

this is the first in a four part series focused on the championship winning

mercedes amg f1 w05 this part looks at team personnel the team s

history has a brief a overview of the widesweeping technical regulation

changes for 2014 and includes a race by race analysis inclusive of driver

quotes and images from each event

GQ Drives 2014-12-08

this title offers young readers a look at formula one race cars including

how they work the special equipment they need and how they zoom

around the track at blinding speeds
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The Mercedes W05: How it dominated in 2014

- Part 1

as liverpool fc attempt to win the league title for the first time in almost a

generation a group of supporters meet up at away matches throughout

the season however at every game something happens cars are stolen

shops are broken into women go missing and drug crime soars who in

the group is involved and can they be identified and caught before it is

too late

How Do Formula One Race Cars Work?

Poor Scouser Tommy
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